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Defendant : AHMET TUNA ALTlNEL, son of İsmail Sami and Emine Zuhal, born on 12l02/1966 in lstanbul

with Personal lD Number 34423039064, registered in the Province of BALIKESiR, District of

SUSURLUK and the Quarter of Demirkapı and resides in Bozkurt Mah. Baysungur Sk, No: 64/3

Köksatar Apt, Şişli/ lSTANBUL

His Attorneys : Att. AHMET iııRııı vııvaz
Att, oYA MERiÇ EYÜBoĞLU
Att. MAHSUM SASUR

Charge : Membership to an Armed Terrorist Organization
Judgement : Acquittal pursuant to the article 223l2-e of the Code of Criminal Procedure
Appellant and the
Date of Appeal : Public Prosecutor

The file submitted to our court was examined according to the application period, the nature of the decision

and the date of crime following the request for appeal of the judgement rendered by the district court, Since there

appeared no reason that would give cause for the rejection of the appeal following the preliminary examination held in

accordance with the article 279 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the examination moved on to the grounds of the

aforementioned file in accordance with the article 280 of the code of criminal procedure,

lt is evident that the first instance court rendered a judgement to absolve the defendant from the alleged

crime of being a member of an Armed Terrorist Organization,
Since it is concluded that there were no contradictions to law in relation with the procedure and principie in

the judgement rendered by the court of first instance, there were no lack of evidence or an incomplete proceeding and

the evaluation carried out and the decision rendered by the court was judicious, it is hereby decided unanimously on

06l07l2020 to D|SMlSS W|TH PREJUD|CE the request for appeal.

This decision to Dismiss with Prejudice is subject to APPEAL in accordance with the ariicle 286l1, of the Code of

Criminal procedure No. 5271 within 15 days, following the date of the decision regarding the Chief Public Prosecutor's

office and the date of notification of such decision regarding the appellant by filing a petition to our Court that

rendered the abovementioned judgement or by making a declaration to and having a statement taken down by a court

clerk and have such statement approved by the judge or by submitting a petition through another criminaI court of first

instance or the penal Chamber of the Regional Court of Justice, and by making a declaration to the penal institution and

the prison wardenship orsubmitting a petition in that regard if the relevant person is in a penal institution.

E. YetiŞir
Member 38095
e-signed
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